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In the post-war period of the early 20th century, numerous demonstrations, like the Dadaist, Surrealist and Futurist movements have shown that things could no longer be represented like they used to be, that it was no longer possible to passively believe in the illusion of representations, bearer of false hopes, and that there was a need to show things differently, if not escape fiction altogether to act on reality. Since the late 1950s, the history of the arts representation has experienced a disruption of an aesthetic and paradigmatic order, in its foundations and modes of approach. In film, theatre and fine arts, the avant-gardes that have taken centre stage have marked a turning point in art history. From the most innovative cinematographic practices, such as the French Nouvelle Vague or Italian Neo-realism, to the rise of performing arts with the first happenings, the second half of the 20th century became a sort of laboratory of human actions and reactions for postmodernist art.

The emergence and the expansion of performance marks the end of a certain theatrical genre, dramatic theatre, and subsequently of the very concept of theatre as it had been practised for several decades. Performance questions and dismisses the dramatic principles and conventions of representation, as well as its assimilation to the model it replaces and on which it sometimes imposes itself, by extension. It does not do so only as the practice of a genre, the conception of which is inherited from the avant-garde and art performance that have upset our perspective on art, but also as a paradigm for the study of the practices and theories falling within an anthropological and intercultural view that Schechner has largely contributed to popularise (Performance Studies).

While performance is often assimilated to practices and theories of post-dramatic or performative theatre, developed by Hans-Thies Lehmann and Josette Féral among others, there has been an increasing European interest in performance over the past few years, in the search for an interaction between a new theatrology and Performance Studies. More generally, performance establishes itself as a field of practices and theories in its own right (Performance Studies, Performances Theories), which takes on theatre studies developed in America and other Anglo-Saxon countries, and it sheds light
on the evolution of the theatrical practice, expressed and comprehended in an innovative approach to performance/representation arts.

4 From a historical perspective, performance differs from representation in its functions and processes. Representation has often been translated into English as performance – a theatrical performance, for instance –, which carries the idea of an action performed in the very act of its presentation, and which implies both the stage (what went in the preparation of the show) and the room (with all of its potential receptiveness). Since the emergence of performance art, the translation of performance as representation, or at least their synonymy, becomes problematic. As clarified by Patrice Pavis, representation expresses an altogether different perspective on things than performance, the meaning and conceptions of which it betrays. Performance questions, influences and sometimes thwarts the principles of theatrical representation, its links with illusion and fiction, by placing the reality of the action before the spectators’ eyes. It shows specificities that question the binary and bipolar model of dramatic representation, depending on performance and mimêsis, of which it reveals the disturbance, if not the closure, as early as the late 1950s.

5 Performance, the disturbance or closure of representation?

6 Born at the same time as happenings, typical of the collective avant-garde demonstrations – sometimes called events –, performance art, body art, and all of the subsequent practices, will largely contribute to the development of contemporary theories and practices of performance and post-dramatic theatre.

7 The principles of the theatrical model inevitably influenced by performance are most often accentuated, minimised or thwarted in the latter, by avoiding the use of theatrical conventions and resorting to real time or experienced time, i.e. a duration that depends on the events and actions with regards to the context and materials used. The performance time is that of a real action during which the limits between the stage and the room are abolished. Real-time activities are invented according to the context of creation, thus favouring the involvement of all the participants in an empowering experience that allows one to change one’s perception of ordinary reality, fight against conditioning and act directly on a situation that breaks away from the frontal and one-directional model of the art of representation.
Although performance has been regarded as a new performative or post-dramatic theatrical form, sometimes associated with the theatrical avant-garde tradition, it breaks away from the functions of traditional theatre: from the interpretation of characters and a fictional world replaced by the real activity of subjects in action. It often stands out because of the non-dramatic nature of its actions, its lack of a consistent diegetic world, the absence of fiction and dramatic homogeneity, the deletion of a frontal framework of representation and hierarchical structure; but also because of the absence of rehearsal. It marks a break from theatrical representation and therefore from denial, in other words from the “as if” of illusion, by forcing the reality of what constitutes the action onto the audience. Performance demonstrates that it is in the reality of the action, in the suspension of repetition and mimêsis that something can happen without representing itself. It establishes other ways of being, seeing and perceiving both things and the world, which escape repetition and break away from the dramatic theatre’s reproduction of usual and mimetic behaviours. From collective actions such as happenings or events, to individual actions or body art, performance art upsets the theatrical experience.

Performance aims to reduce the gap between art and reality, by showing the activity or activation of a real action of which it is the self-referential expression. In Kaprow’s perspective, art serves life and meets the concept of lifelike art, an “art like life” that he distinguishes from artlike art, in other words the professional art that differentiates between art and life. According to Kaprow, performance takes shape on the mode of an individual or collective conscious experience reflecting the artificial aspects of everyday life and the lifelike qualities of created art. In this sense, performance includes all of the conscious actions of human life situated between art and non-art – a show, a phone call, a hike in the mountains, a research process, etc. It is established in/like the reality of what it is, at the crossroads between art and life.

Over time, performance has yet taken on completely different functions than the ones considered by Kaprow, namely by trying to bring down the walls between art and life in another way. It has opened up to multiple and divergent perspectives expressed in every kind of form and manner, depending on the context and expressive subjectivity. Numerous events – at once artistic, poetic, but also subversive and provocative – have revealed forms of free expression lying somewhere between art and life, and the reality of the everyday life marked by political, economic, social and moral pressures.

The new avant-garde has developed a series of events throughout the world, thanks to personalities and movements such as Joseph Beuys, Claes Oldenburg, Nam June Paik, Jodorowsky and ephemeral Panic Movement, Tadeusz Kantor, Jean-Jacques Lebel, Jacques Charlier, but also Panamarenko and Hugo Heyrman in Belgium... They have questioned, and still do the social, cathartic, or even therapeutic functions of artistic creation and its modes of expression.

At a more individual level, performances by Chris Burden, Vito Acconci, Gina Pane, Ana Mendieta and Marina Abramovic constitute remarkable examples of a performance art that participates in the revolution of representation, whether in the private or public space. Action – with and on the body – becomes a driving force of the manifestation of free speech in an attempt to create an approach that is at once aesthetic, political, cultural and vital. Performance art empowers people, it gives them the power and freedom to be both a place and means of action, transgression, subversion of the...
authoritarian and hierarchical structures, destructuring and questioning of the bourgeois and capitalist systems of representation.

13 Performance does not only try to erase the distinctions between everyday life and artistic creation, or between the spectators and actors of a show, by taking the right to give everyone the opportunity to present and represent oneself freely, outside any oppressive and repressive framework. It creates friction and tension between the elements of creation, the function of which is not only to integrate participants, but also to escape the institutional framework and blend in the natural and social environment in which the event takes place. By making way for spontaneity and improvised physical interactions, performance shows a will to thwart the frameworks and forms of the representation of behaviours and conventions, ultimately achieving a reversal on a much wider scale, that of an entire representational system.

14 Performance art tries to go “beyond” traditional representation, beyond mimêsis, which used to imply ways of doing and being that protected the order of fine arts. In this respect, it seems to be a response to the new theatre mentioned by Artaud, which puts an end to representation as attached to illusion, to imitation, now replaced by the reconstitution of a closed space of original representation, the archi-manifestation of force or of life. Happening, in keeping with a non-representational and non-narrative theatre, reverses the system of representation in favour of an explosion of physical forces, of the most extreme behaviours, in the fashion of Dionysiac celebrations, orgies and trances. Mimetic mediation gives way to the immediacy of individual and collective actions. A happening responds to this new theatre as a party closing representation in a space where the action embraces and crisscrosses the audience. Its relational aesthetic announces a “participative” and cathartic art focusing on what it can achieve rather than what it can represent.

15 Performance establishes itself as a means to break down the barriers of representation, by emphasising the production of original situations that try to escape the prescribed models, to experiment from the inside with new forms of (inter)action in/on the real and with the subjects’ representations. It shows new relations to events, permanently positioned at the crossroads between art and life, experience and subjectivity. Performance invites one to rethink the model of representation, by engaging in the experimentation of situations of presence and co-presence of an art in action. Since Artaud’s theatre, the stage no longer represents, since it does not constitute a sensitive illustration of an already written text, thought of or lived outside the stage, which would only repeat it, as indicated by Derrida. It will no longer repeat a present, re-present a present time that would be elsewhere and before it. It will neither be a representation. Performance forces itself into the present time of a self-referential and self-signifying dimension, as the real expression of an original presentation, from within, referring first and foremost to itself; it shows the inevitably (self-)reflexive and referential aspect of practices revealing a disturbance in representation, at least in dramatic representation, the closure of its models and conventions.

From a representational logic to an event-based logic

16 Performance is not limited to a genre, as noted by Marvin Carlson in his book entitled Performance: A Critical Introduction. It is a quite complex phenomenon with subtle meanings, as diverse as the fields of activity in which it operates, at the crossroads
between all sorts of disciplines: anthropology, ethnography, sociology, psychology, linguistics, communication, literature, sport, ritual, art, politics, economics, technology, etc. One of its specificities is that it establishes itself at the intersection of all kinds of disciplines as an inter- and cross-disciplinary notion that brings representation to centre stage, by opening up to a postmodernist and extensive configuration of its acceptations and functions.

The anthropological idea of performance – as an experience, a skill and a model, breaks down the barriers, so to speak, of the categorical and trite concepts of representation, as well as its limits within the disciplinary terms of its practices and theories. The practical and theoretical modes of its range of action lead us to consider a possible way to mediate, negotiate, conciliate between performance and representation and integrate them.

Performance expands the model of representation, of the fine arts and theatre mainly, to the study of all human conscious behaviours. At a paradigmatic level, its theories focus on the analytical perspective, on the modal skills that allow one to consider every object, “reality, event or action” as a performance. These theories rely on a common operator in anthropology which requires to look beyond the theatrical model – as a performance/representation – and to take another perspective on doing, but also to do differently. Among others, Goffman applied the theatrical model to life, in order to comprehend human behaviours. Life is regarded as a performance, the meaning of which exceeds the reference to the theatrical model, which is not always adapted to the contemporary human realities. Performance means that one has to make the arrangements required by action and observation, through experiences of various kinds, carried out in a certain time frame and inseparable from its conditions of production and reception.

According to Richard Schechner, performances are actions that consist in being, doing, showing doing and explaining “showing doing”. With these four operations, performance is liberated, so to speak, from a strict and regulatory function of representation, by means of the mimêsis of reality with fiction and of the activity of creation with the activity of reception. The evolution of these concepts since the emergence of the avant-garde movements demonstrates that performance (the execution of an action) does not necessarily aim to represent any longer. On the contrary, representation seems to have become a potential function of performance, which may or may not represent itself.

With performance, one enters an aesthetic arts mode that goes against the classical art mode, considered poetic and/or representative. We call it aesthetic because the identification of art is no longer based on the distinction between methods of representation, but on the distinction between ways of expressing sensitivity that are inherent to art products. The aesthetic art mode puts an end to the representational mode:

The aesthetic arts mode is first and foremost the ruin of the system of representation, in other words the ruin of a system in which the dignity of the subjects used to control the dignity of the representation genres (tragedy for the nobles, comedy for the working class; historical painting vs. genre painting, etc.). The representation system used to define, through genres, the situations and forms of expression that used to correspond to the social status of the subject. The aesthetic arts system disproves this correlation between subject and representation mode.
Performance is a driving force and an indicator of the evolution in the concepts of theatre and other forms of performance arts; from a representational logic of a representative arts system to an event-based logic of performance/representation in an aesthetic and postmodernist system, which shows its specificity in relation to representation and mimesis. It does not necessarily involve these two concepts and does not necessarily exclude them either. Rather, it maintains subtle and ever-evolving relations with them.

In her book entitled The Transformative Power of Performance: A New Aesthetics, Erika Fischer-Lichte puts forward the concept of performative event, in order to describe the aesthetic of performance, three manifestations of which confirm its intrinsic nature: the mutual interaction between actors and spectators, which is the basis of the feedback loop’s autopoiesis, the destabilisation, or erasure of binary oppositions and situations of liminality. These three characteristics directly support Richard Schechner’s studies on performance, both complemented and questioned by Fisher-Lichte’s theories.

The contemporary event encourages new forms of experience that do not depend on a classical and dramatic theatrical logic relying on the implementation of a drama and/or script designed for a theatrical performance. The open configuration of performance does not depend on a regulatory mimesis aiming at the normative representation of a drama and a script, the relations and functions of which are questioned. It relies on the potentially independent development of a situation that defines itself as an event. In Richard Schechner’s experimental theatre for instance, it is via experimental performances striving for interaction and participation that drama can be manipulated, adapted, that mimesis can be thwarted and that the script can change according to the evolution of the situation.

In Performance Studies, Richard Schechner indicates that the first performance is a situation, not a representation, event or genre: it is not “in” or “on” anything, unlike representation – a sculpture is formed from matter, paint is applied on a canvas, theatre is set on stage, writing takes form on paper and the image on screen. Performance is not applied onto something, it stands “in between,” and this is what characterises its process, in comparison to representation. While every representation involves a performance as one of its functions, a situation resulting in the execution of an action, not every performance involves a representation – which establishes itself in or on a medium of material expression – or mimesis. It is certainly at this level that the practice of performance art is distinguished, strictly speaking, from representation – as fiction –, which allows one to believe in a place elsewhere, evoked by the stage. Its self-referential function sends one back to the real action, to a situation considered as liminal by Erika Fisher-Lichte, that is to say transitional, which takes place in an act of presentation taking priority over the representative function of the event. Above all, it is a situation including activities of various type and nature, the mimesis and representation of which do not (only) refer to the in-between of fiction, but the performative repercussion of which (on the perceptible and intelligible world) takes on social, political, identity, cathartic functions.

Where mimesis, regarded as a break by Ricoeur, opens the space of fiction, the physical damage sometimes displayed in the most radical performances of Angelica Liddel, Ron Athey, Rocio Boliver, Ivo Dimchev, etc., literally opens representation to the real. They make the spectator aware of the reality of the performance, which demonstrates the
illusion of fiction, the reflection of mimêsis, and the need to be and represent oneself in person. The performer does not play the game of dramatic representation but with the dramatic game of (re)presentations, from which he sometimes cuts himself off, at the cost of the most extreme actions. A break within the break imposes a sudden return to reality, shatters the – maybe deceitful – mirror, becoming the subject of the event.38

One of the specificities of the performative event, at times considered as a new kind of “avant-garde theatre,” is that it is not related to any particular genre. It integrates manifestations of all kinds, which are not necessarily, if not only, based on the stage development of a fictional world. It opens new perspectives for the study and understanding of the practices that have unsettled, and still unsettle, the traditional logics of representation, even if it does not exclude them from its field of investigation. Theatrical or not, fictional or real, it involves a certain number of codes and conventions, depending on the situations in which it structures itself and evolves. Whatever its nature – a show, festival, ceremony, football match, parade, political meeting, etc. –, performance can evolve independently of the establishment of codes and rules. On this subject, Catherine Perret notes that the event seeks to make the measurement of time apparent, without mask, outside representation. It tries to generate the real time, that is to say the subjective time of the act, although it faces the immoderation of chance and the problem of provoking it without representing it40; at least outside its limits. The performative event is able to question the principles of and the gap between spectators and actors, without involving a separation or distinction between the world of the stage and that of the audience. The event is singular in that it does not interfere in the relations to the stage, participants, action, and time. As noted by Catherine Bouk, every participant enjoys a freedom that theatre does not allow.40 It is able to break loose from the vision-based dramatic model of theatre, in favour of a dynamic of integration, interaction, participation, sensation.

According to Guy Spielmann, the “show-event” hints at a new epistemic horizon, the communicative characteristic of which seems obvious and “the most convincing criterion of which lies in inter-subjectivity: a performative body and a ‘spectative’ body treated as a joint event [...]”.41 Inter-subjectivity constitutes the basis of new artistic practices, around such topics as “togetherness,” meeting one another, the collective production of meaning, the modalities and components of which evolve depending on the environment, conditions and means affecting the implementation of reality. This notion is similar to the one developed by Cyrille Brett, who considers the time of the event as the collective and inter-subjective phase during which the structuring of the representation takes place.42

Sometimes, the event extends to installations, to natural and human environments restoring the opportunity for art to settle in a social, poetic or political context. Talking about “events,” Itzhak Goldberg says that they are often related to installations as a material, ephemeral or modified basis – or even a basis under development – putting the spectator in a new situation requiring his participation, with only one difference: the temporal dimension.43 The links between installation and event are close ones indeed. Installations are often samples or integrated parts of performance that contain sound or visual elements. Events are also associated with environments, defined by extension as happenings without “actors.” Environments and events have this in common that they reduce the gap between art and life, as well as the distance between spectators and the work to such a point that they participate. The integration of
installations and environments into events facilitates the creation of universes, atmospheres, visual or sound artistic landscapes – maybe interactive – involving the eventness of the perceptible and intelligible in real, artificial or virtual environments, where the subject takes action and in/through which the subject can be acted. Participants end up being guided or progressing by themselves along performative paths and living “sensational” experiences, on the mode of performance (execution of an action) and representation (reception, perception), (“K, A society,” by Chris Verdonck; Bright et Embodiment/PureBig Future, by Christian Bakalov...).

Many events include inter- and cross-disciplinary spectacular modalities, alternatives to action, participation, interaction and interactivity, in which performances and representations are not so much opposed as they question one another, unite, alternate, coordinate, adjoin each other, and interact at various levels of action and perception. An action of everyday life may be established or restored in the public space, as well, performance may be represented simultaneously or afterward on screen (Bed Time Talking, by Tania Alice...); an exhibition may be interspersed with performances (The first contemporary dance event, CAB; Brouillon une exposition en mouvement, by Boris Charmatz; Museum Night fever...); the representation of artists may become a performance in itself. Artworks may interact with choreography, theatrical production and the implementation of technical means (I-on and X-on, by Ivo Dimchev...); a cinematographic, digital, interactive apparatus may be integrated into an installation, a performance, a theatrical production (Field Works-Hotel, by Deepblue/Heine Avdal & Yukiko Shinozaki; The Fault Lines, by Meg Stuart, Philipp Gehmacher and Vladimir Miller; Vision, by Pierre Mégos; shows by d’Armel Roussel, Fabrice Murgia, Romeo Castellucci, Robert Lepage, Denis Marleau...).

The search for links between live performance and technical means of mediation immerses the performers and sometimes even the spectators in events, during which the performance/show opens up to interactivity, simulation, immersion (like the performances of Marcel.lí Antúnez Roca; Me and my shadow, by Joseph Hyde...).

In Me and my shadow, the interactive apparatus serves as a base for simultaneous 3D connections and interactions between participants from four European cities (Istanbul, London, Mons and Paris). The four performance-installations act as online tele-presence portals offering an immersion in a collaborative virtual environment. The participants are invited to communicate via the projection of their image on the screen - the virtual and material space being also accessible online via a website. In this kind of experimentation, which specifically focuses on the issue of communication and the non-verbal forms of language, the feedback loop that operates between the human actions and technical equipment – Kinect camera –, shows the shady projection of the real into the virtual space. It expresses the vagueness of a communication performed by bodies, the movements of which leave incomplete and altered marks of a representational problem of reality.

The live action and mediation means that facilitate the interactive immersion take the form of a technological mimicry of original situations. Mimetic projection appears to be the principle of immersive and interactive simulation, which goes beyond the strict functions of representation. In this sense, it is not so much opposed to representation as it constitutes, beyond its splitting, its transcendence, realisation, or transformation; the extension of a real experience of long-distance virtual communication. It is indeed
through the representation of subjects on screen that the immersion and the integration into the virtual take form in reality.

The metonymic nature of performance, as the execution of an action in the act of its presentation and as a representation, frees itself from a strictly theatrical and spectacular function, both as a situation and an event. The event-based system is behind the transition from an Aristotelian idea of binary or bipolar representation, the *mimēsis* and performance of which are the constitutive functions, to a processual, relational, interactional, interactive, immersive and performative notion of performance/representation. In this respect, the modalities of staging, doubling or (non-mimetic) restoration of a fictional or concrete reality, of its regulation or organisation through *mimēsis* (the presence of which it would aim to assert or not) are not the only important elements, since the mediation of real situations of presence and co-presence of the subjects, the interactions (performances) and performative representations (interpretations) of the event are equally significant.

Exhibit B by South-African artist Brett Bailey is a major example of a controversial situation of representation, because of its event-based relationships between art and history, art and memory. The event consists in the exposing of twelve living paintings imitating “human zoos” of the late nineteenth century, in order to denounce the atrocities of colonialism and to question the current policies on African immigration in Europe. The appropriateness of the performance to the historical representation is here problematic, because of the pejorative load of the reproduction phenomenon, and of its representations in terms of any exposed show. The accusations of racism and serious affronts to human dignity seen in the show question the functions of restoration of these behaviours, as a historical reproduction, whose impact as an event seems to deprive the performance of any critical or reflexive function. The reason for this is that the functions of the event are here reduced to interpretations – maybe taken out of the context of performative experience –, to sensational effects, to the reification and exploitation of performers in the service of a racial manipulation of representation. The process of reproduction of history in a contemporary context undoubtedly raises questions, depending on the multi-disciplinary theories on this topic (psychoanalysis, sociology, philosophy, aesthetics...), on the technical nature (mimetic), or at least on an ethical dimension of such restoration... The questionable point here pertains to the performative mediation of the representations of otherness, of which it is the subject: while the performative objective of artistic representation is to denounce and raise awareness on reality – a reality that it reproduces –, the denunciation, as if subjected to the mimetic effect of the principle of inversion that is typical of the effect of representation, becomes the very object of the event-driven manifestations of the black community, of a disturbance in their representation.

In conclusion

Although performance no longer aims to re-present, one cannot deny that the contemporary art system necessarily involves the performance of representation and representation of performance, if not on the mode of its reception and (capitalist) reproduction in a system determining and determined by an institutional and representable order, at least in relation to a political, social and identity cause or situation, of which performance is the monstration. Representation brings
performance to the forefront, and vice versa, and appears as an instrument of action and methodological, ethical and aesthetic analysis of the creative functions and their influences in the field of arts, as well as an object of deconstruction and reconstruction of knowledge. Performance and representation are not so much opposed as they participate in the breaking down of their barriers and in the development of their practical and theoretical notions, which have the potential to reduce the gap between art and life, between ignorance and knowledge, between “showing doing” and explaining “showing doing” between the performances and representations that draw on and question each other.

The practices, criticisms and theories of performance, of post-dramatic and performative theatre, of event – in the study of their manifestations, influences and connections –, are likely to result in the evolution of the trite notions of the arts of representation. They show other, ever-changing and ever-evolving ways to re-present, which depend on adjustments, adaptations and transformations. They establish themselves as ways to reflect the functions, as well as the representational and event-driven potential of art, which opens up new perspectives according to flexible ways of being, seeing, doing, feeling, (inter)acting...

Therefore, one should continue to progress in the direction of the evolution of the notions of contemporary representation: where the destabilisation of the binary oppositions makes way for changing and plural relations between the creative processes behind the events. Contemporaneity in arts implies that one overcomes the sense of disturbance in representation and questions the possibility of opening up to new aesthetics and policies, allowing one to think in terms of the polysemy that is inherent to the performativity of events, rather than in the exclusive terms of analogy or opposition of performance and representation. One has to look for the conciliation of ever-evolving systems, to the advantage of dialogues between and assimilation of practices and theories, while avoiding getting stranded in the determination of their representations.
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46. According to Austin, the idea of event, in the sense of “incident,” is here an indicator of a performativity conveying eventness, which emphasises the disruption it induces in a continuous process, and which makes the present suddenly emerge – the representation of a community and of its suffering in relation to the burden of the past and its representation – on the enunciative stage in its broadest sense (linguistic, scenic, social). Josette Féral, “De la performance à la performativité,” *Communications*, no. 92, “Performance. Le corps exposé,” Christian Biet and Sylvie Roques (eds.), 2013, p. 209.

**ABSTRACTS**

Since the late fifties, the history of performing arts has experienced aesthetic and paradigmatic changes, both in its foundations and its approaches. The emergence of performance, as the practice of a genre drawing on the avant-garde and performance art, but also as a paradigm of practices to study and theories falling within an anthropological and inter-cultural perspective, largely popularised by Schechner (Performance Studies), is at the root of a transition. It’s characterised by a shift from an Aristotelian logic of binary or bipolar representation to a processual, interactional, event-driven logic of performance in an aesthetic and post-modern system different from representation and *mimêsis*, which it does not necessarily involve or exclude. It is an indicator of a disturbance in representation, of the closure of its models and conventions, and a catalyst for the dialogue and conciliation between ever-evolving systems; where the destabilisation of the performance/representation opposition or analogy show fluctuating relations between the creative processes of events, to the advantage of dialogue between assimilation of practice and theory, while avoiding being stuck in the determination of their representations.
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